We present an approach for the generation of dynamic grids for which the qualities of grid smoothness, orthogonality, and cell volume adaptation are maintained.
The dynamic grids are generated through the time-integration of the grid speeds computed from a system of grid speed equations. The grid speed equations are derived from the time-differentiation of the grid equations. This approach was first presented by Hindman et al. [1] for an application involving the motion of a shock-fitted boundary. Holcomb and Hindman [2] extended the approach for the adaptation of the grid to the physical solution.
The previous cited work involved grid equations based on the Poisson equations and did not account for grid orthogonality.
The present approach uses a system of grid equations based on the variational approach of reference [3] .
An alternative approach for computing the grid speeds is to use a time-difference of the grid. This approach is examined. It will be shown that solving the grid speed equations reduces the grid-motion-induced errors for the inviscid, unsteady flow in a nozzle. 
where F T = [ x, y ]. The coefficient matrices are sums of the form
The B, C, D, and E matrices are of the same form.
The expressions for the smoothness matrices are
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and Ds and Es are the null matrix [0]. Also,
The remaining variables are defined as
= x_ x_ + y_ y,,
and p = x_ + x_.
The expressions for the orthogonality matrices are
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and tb = -( T x,_ y,_ + 2 o_ x_ y_ ), = --(ax_y_+27x¢yv ).
(23)
The expressions for the cell volume adaptation matrices are
The Grid Speed Equations Neumann boundary conditions are applied to impose orthogonality of the grid lines at the boundaries.
The orthogonality condition is = 0.
The boundary is parameterized according to the curvelength along the boundary.
A local linearization is applied and an expression can be developed for the change in the curve-length coordinate s needed for orthogonality for the iteration. For the j = 1 boundary, this expression is ]m (As)i. _ :
where m is the iteration index. Thus The mixed boundary condition is imposed as (39)
Solving the grid speed equations for the grid speeds and then integrating to obtain the grid is expected to generate a grid which satisfies the grid equations. However, small deviations may develop. One way to ensure that the grid continues to satisfy the grid equations is to rewrite the grid speed equations in the form of a first-order homogeneous dynamic system [2] as
where Ac is a prescribed damping constant which damps deviations from the grid equations. 
where V is the area of the planar finite-volume cell and U is the algebraic vector of conservative variables. The/_ is the flux residual defined as
where the flux vector for a cell face is defined as
The H is the flux dyadic, which for a time-varying control volume is 1) Establish an initial grid _ satisfying the grid equations and a consistent initial solution U _.
2) Solve the grid speed equations for £".
3) Compute or specify the time step, AT.
4) Compute
U* for the first stage, 
Inviscid Startup Flow in a Nozzle
The dynamically adaptive grid method was applied to the computation of the inviscid startup flow in a converging-diverging (CD) nozzle. Figure  3 At the start of the computation, the grid speed law required all 3 iterations.
As the steady-state flow solution was reached, the residual fell below the tolerance and less iterations were required until only 1 iteration was required per stage. Figure 4 shows the grids and density contours at various times. As can be seen, the resolution of the shock is clearly improved over the computation on the static grid. The static grid was generated using an interactive grid generator with a normal grid spacing at the plate of 1.6z10 -4 meters and clustering to increase resolution along the inflow boundary and plate. The grid is shown in figure 6 . The flow solution on the static grid was computed using a CFL number of v = 0.8 and required 90000 time steps and 11519 CPU seconds to converge to a residual of 9.8x10 -s after reaching a maximum of 5.0. Figure 6 shows the pressure contours for the steady-state Solution.
The dynamic grids were computed with grid pa- The adapted grid seems to have improved tile resolution of the shocks. Figure 8 shows the comparison of the pressure coefficients along the plate. Figure 9 shows the comparison of the skin friction coefficient 
